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ur two views this issue return
us to the Columbia Riverthe same river between Oregon and Washington near where
last issue's image of the Astoria
Oregon Salmon Derby weigh
station was taken. If you navigate
this river inland from Astoria for
150 or so miles, to an area about 8
miles east of the city of The Dalles,
Oregon, you will ndt see the rapids
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what makes these images so
precious. This area was known as
Celilo Falls, and a little research on
the internet reveals that generations of Native Americans fished at
this site for over 10,000 years.
Wooden platforms and scaffolds
were constructed to allow better
access to the many Salmon passing
through the thundering waters.
These fish were scooped up in
long-handled dip nets, although
spears were sometimes also
ern.-'
+ncatch t
he fish.

Louis and Clark passed through
this area in 1805 on their expedition, and made note in their journals of the violent waters of the
rapids and falls there. They also
mentioned seeing Indians fishing
from wooden platforms around
the falls, as well as seeing large
quantities of fish being dried there.
By the 1940s, several dams had
already been constructed across
the Columbia River, and another
was proposed near The Dalles.
Construction began in the 1950s,
and on March 10,1957, the gates of
The Dalles Dam were closed
against the Columbia. The newly
formed lake behind the dam completely flooded the entire Celilo
Falls area, forcing an end to a way
of We for the Native Americans.
Today, 50 years later, stereo
images like these allow us to go
back in time and visit the area and
its activities before it disappeared.
Dated August 1955, these Realist
slides were mounted in older-style
(gray with red edges) Kodachrome
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is column combines a love of stereo
photography with a fondness for 1950s-em
styling, desgn and decor by shoring amateur
tereo slides shot in the "galden age" of the
tereo Realist-the late 1940s through the
eady 1960s. From dothing and hairstyles to
home decor to modes of tmnspottation, these
rorm moments of time show what things
Here MI& like in the mhldk of the twentieth
century. If you've found a &SSK 50s-em slide
that you wouM like to share through this
column, please send it to: Fifties Flavored
Finds, 5610 SE 71st, Pottlond, OR 97206.
As space allom, we will select a couple of
images to reproduce in each issue. This is not
b contest- j u s t a pkKc to share and enloy.
'please limit your submission to a single slide.
f the subject, date, locotion, photographer or
~therdetails are known, pleose send that
rlong too, but we'll understand if it's not
miloble. Phse include return postage with
b r slide. Slides will be returned within 6 to
114 weeks, and while well treat your slide as
n c rulr nwn ttrrrpn World n d the
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Front Cover:
Wes Cowan, co-host of the PBS show History Detectives stands in front of a six by
six foot Realist "Silvrscreen" with a mystery during the filming of a segment for the
show's upcoming season in the 3 0 Center of Art and Photography.
(Stereo b y Shob Levy)

Back Cover:
View-Master reel 930-A, RIN-TIN-TIN in "Vanishing Guns", scene 2: "STAND GUARD,
RINT):" WHISPERS R U S V "UNTIL IGET RIP." is one of several highly collectible images
from the Adventures of Rin Tin Tin television show found in our feature
"Ster-e-yoooooo Rinty!" by lim Van Eldik. O 1955 Screen Gems Inc.

EDITORSWEW
The Screen

T

he Realist "Silvrscreen" (yes,
that's how they spelled it) seen
on our cover clearly had an
interesting history, whatever the
exact details. (See the article "PUS
Show Screens 3-D Screen".) Its
upcoming appearance during the
2007 season of the popular PUS
show History Detectives will clearly
provide some national publicity
for Portland's 3D Center of Art and
Photography, as well as (we hope)
Stereo World and the NSA.
It was sheer luck that the screen
ended up in the hands of Stereo
World Art Director Mark Willke,
and that he had mentioned donating it to the 3D Center at almost
the same time the staff of the Center was trying to come up with
some 3-D related artifact associated
with a historical mystery the

Comments
and Observations
john Dennis

show's "detectives" could sink
their teeth into. I had long wondered about the chance of some
particular stereoview of a person or
event possibly inspiring a segment
of the show (maybe with the connivance of show co-host and former NSA member Wes Cowan), but
the enduring historical drama of
the Cuban missile crises made it
seem perfectly natural to suggest
the screen as an interesting artifact, based largely on its claim to
fame in a JanuaryIFebruary 1983
Stereo World feature article.
This was my first experience at
"pitching" an idea for a TV show,
and the positive response of PUS in
sending crews all over the country
for research, photography and
interviews makes it tempting to
come up with some other show
concepts. Let's say this plane crash-
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es on an uncharted island and the
survivors have nothing around to
maintain their sanity until several
crates of View-Master viewers and
reels wash up on the shore....

Splitting Pairs
As with any contributed article
about a new product, "The Ream
Splitter" in this issue does not
imply an endorsement by the NSA
or Stereo World. Nevertheless, the
new ZRlOO does address a number
of shortcomings of previous sideby-side stereo attachments. (We'll
leave the matter of whether they
should properly be called beam
splitters or frame splitters for
another time.) The inherent limitations of this type of unit will
remain, no matter how well
designed. The vertical images hinder composition for some people,
and the center overlap of images
creates a need to crop even more
/ to the vertical with some lenses.
And of course in some situations
(fortunately not many) horizontal
elements can be distorted in a
noticeable way. Despite these
known limitations, a good attachment used on a top of the line digital SLR could provide a more compact, flexible and reliable solution
than paired rigs for many people.
(For examples of several more
existing stereo attachments like
those mentioned in the article, see
"Zeiss Ikon and Stereo Photography" by Dieter Lorenz in Vol 29
No. 2, page 4.)

We need You!
The bulk of the membership of
the NSA will have received, or will
be receiving renewal letters shortly
after the mailing of this issue, as
their "issues remaining" numbers
click down to two. There is simply
no way I can express strongly
enough our gratitude to those who
respond quickly to these lettersand no way I can overemphasize
the need for a response within a
month or so. Our annual operating
budget just covers the barebones
of publishing, with extra pages or
(Continrced on page 7)

LETTERS

Reader's
Comments
and Questions

Gettysburg Cyclorama
Survives

I

read with great interest the article in the recent Stereo World
titled "H.H. Bennett and the Lost
Cycloramas", and I wanted to
point out a rather significant mistake contained in the article. The
article asserts that only two Cycloramas have survived, and that none
of those photographed by Rennett
are thought to exist. This is incorrect.
The first Battle of Gettysburg
Cyclorama that Bennett photographed in Chicago does indeed
survive. It is currently owned by
Wake Forest University in Winston-Salem, North Carolina. I first
learned of its existence in the book
The Gettysburg Cyclorama by Dean
S. Thomas, but it's also mentioned
on the US Park Service webpage
dealing with the history of the Battle of Gettysburg Cyclorama
.nus.novlarchivelaett/aettcvclo.htm.
It had been last exhibited at the
1933 Chicago World's Fair, but
vanished afterward. A North Carolina artist, Joe King, found it
behind a wall in a Chicago warehouse in 1965 and negotiated with
the son of the owner to purchase
it. He donated it to Wake Forest
University after his death. The
University exhibited parts of it in
1998-9, but has donenothing with
it since. According to all sources it
is in need of restoration, and is
currently for sale by the University.
The book Pioneer Photographer,
Wisconsin's H.H. Bennett also mentions on page 64 that Bennett photographed a Cyclorama of Christ's
Crucifixion. I'm not certain, but
that Cyclorama referenced in the
book may be the one now on display at Quebec's St. Anne de
Reaupre since it was painted by the
same artist who did the Gettysburg
ones and I have found no other
reference to other Cycloramas with
the same subject. That Cyclorama
has a small webpage at

=

www.cvclorama.com .

The Rattle of Gettysburg Cyclorama owned by the National Park

Service is currently undergoing
restoration. The Battle of Atlanta
Cyclorama is on display in Grant
Park in Atlanta, and is highly recommended.
Derek Gee,
Livonia MI

Another Holmes View
I feel it necessary to defend the
Board of Directors' decision to
close and sell the collections of the
Oliver Wendell Holmes Stereo
Research Library. [Letters, Vol. 32
No. 21 The library, while an asset,
became increasingly impossible to
maintain. The Board was aware of
this, having taken heroic efforts to
keep it up and running well before
this final decision.
For many years the library was
generously maintained at Eastern
College in a dedicated room free of
charge, with NSA members (the
Holsteins) to care for it. Understandably the College eventually
needed the space for its own purposes. Realizing that this would
eventually happen, the Board,
myself included, had already
undertaken the task of contacting
major museums and universities
around the U.S. in advance of Eastern College asking NSA to take
back its library. Many major reposi-

GONE MADDD

tories were approached including
various universities as well as
KodakIRochester and the Smithsonian Institution. While several
were very willing to accept the
library as a donation, none could
also provide a room dedicated to
maintaining the OWHSRL as a separate library. The collections would
have been divided into physical
objects, books, and views, and
then disbursed within the repository. Although individual elements
would have been safe in a public
collection, the OWHSRL would
cease to exist.
The Board wanted to preserve
the repository as its own stand
alone resource as long as possible.
When Eastern College finally made
their removal request, Mary Ann
and Wolfgang Sell came to the rescue. Driving to Pennsylvania, they
packed up the library, and very
generously set it up in Wolfgang's
shop. Rent free. Further they created wonderful exhibit and research
areas and initiated several collecting & copying activities plus fielding research questions and visitors.
The Board realized, however,
that their heroic act only postponed the inevitable and so it continued to plan for the future.
(Continrred an page 16)

by AARON WARNER
3-0by Ray Zone

The

Beam Splitter

Problems and Solutions
by Anatoly Zaya-Ruzo

T

he enthusiast wishing to take
stereo photographs learns early
on that there is more than one
way to skin a cat. He or she may,
for instance, slide one camera from
side to side, making two shots. Or,
two cameras synchronically connected may be used, to capture
one moment twice. Avoiding this
complicated setup involves purchasing a specially designed stereo
camera-an expensive and limiting
purchase. Finally, there is the possibility of using a stereo beam
splitter (or stereo attachment) with
a favorite but alas, non-stereo camera.
The stereo attachment, which
has been around (in some form)
since the 19th century, remains
one of the best options. It offers a
synchronized double image, lower
price, and the possibility of using a
better quality of camera-all
unconditional privileges. Unfortunately, most models (actually, practically all of them-and there are
not many to chose from) have serious design drawbacks, which have
kept them from gaining wider currency.
The collection of beam splitters
presented in this article is not big.
However, it is complete enough to
show off the typical shortcomings
of this class of stereo equipment.

Zenit
The Stereo attachment for Zenit
cameras (Figure 1) is a Soviet-made
beam splitter of the 1960s. It is
made of black plastic, has fixed
side-mirrors, and a mirror prism.
The prism is the smallest in size
(33H x 23.5W), and therefore the
"septum" (non-information strip
between left and right images) is
too wide 16-26 mm (with aperture
4.5-1 1 accordingly) and the view-

Fig. I . Stereo attachment for Soviet
Zenit cameras of the 1960s.

angle is narrow. The weight is average-220 grams (8 oz), but too
heavy, keeping in mind that the
splitter is attached to the delicate
lens.
As with all lens-attached splitters, the Zenit model does not
react well to the radial movement
of the lens during zooming and/or
focusing. The result is that the
position of the splitter needs to be
corrected after even smallest movement of the lens to have beam
splitter in the needed horizontal
position.

Ingento
The Ingento Stereographic
Attachment by Burke &James,
Chicago is a vintage attachment
from the beginning of the 20th
century. Made of wood and covered with artificial leather, it has
nickel-plated thumbscrews and
looks impressive (Fig. 2). Significantly, this splitter has a system for
synchronizing the angles of the
side-mirrors. This allows a decrease
in the minimum distance from the
camera to the object by centering
the object in both sides of the
stereo card. However, the adjusting
screw is not convenient-it takes
too much time and effort to regulate the mirror angles.
This splitter also has a sophisticated lens attachment system, but

Fig. 2. The lngento Stereographic
Attachment by Burke & lames.

.............,....................................................
it is not reliable, and again is too
heavy at 280g (10 oz).

Military?
A Military (?) stereo attachment
with no marks is quite an interesting model (Fig.3). Its most important features are a very sturdy steel
design and an angle-regulated system for one of its two side mirrors.
It is quite heavy--400 grams (14
oz). But its weight does not harm
the lens thread, since the beam
splitter is attached independently,
to an outside console (now lost).
The bigger mirrors (56x52 mm)
provide a wide view angle and a
bigger stereo effect, as the distance
between the centers of its two windows is as much as 115 mm. A single regulated mirror is much better
than none at all, but when the
object is placed close to the camera, considerably perspective distortion appears.

Lee Cha
The Lee Cha Stereo Photo splitter is a contemporary mass produced product, inexpensive and
simple (Fig.4). Its one-step regulated (toggle) side mirrors are big
(50x50 side mirrors and 50x36
prism mirrors), which is a definite

advantage of this model. Made of
plastic with minimum parts (even
without protecting glass screens),
the splitter is remarkably light (160
grams16 oz), which does not
threaten the lens. But a lack of
horizontal stability is still exists.
Also, the mirrors themselves are far
from perfect: these are not first-surface mirrors and will make
unwanted reflections. The prism
has no thin sharp edge, guaranteeing a wide septum.

threat posed by splitters to delicate lens threading
lack of the horizontal stability
during zooming and/or focusing
relatively long time needed to
connect/disconnect splitter and
camera
relatively big, non-adjustable distance from camera to object
risk of off-center septum without
the potential for adjustment

allowed the beam splitter to have
all of the necessary features without being limited by weight. Plus,
it eliminated the horizontal stability problem found in many other
models.
The ZRlOO is made of aluminum
and steel, and it is very sturdy and
reliable. It has large front surface
mirrors (50x50 side mirrors and
50x36 prism mirrors), and distance
of 80mm between the centers of its

Fig.3. Military (?) stereo attachment.

Loreo
The Loreo Lens-in-a-Cap splitter
is a widely known attachment, and
a new line of these beam splitters
has recently been made especially
for digital cameras (Fig.5). Unfortunately, the quality of the pictures
made with this attachment is far
from the quality a high-quality
camera can provide. The problem
is obvious: to install the Loreo to
your camera, you have first to take
off your preferred and expensive
lens with its multiple features (AF,
2.8132 aperture, zoom, etc.), and
attach this splitter with its small
compromised lenses and their
rather limited possibilities. The
two of these I have worked with
have both taken pictures resulting
in an off-center septum-another
potential problem.
Summing up the results produces a list of typical beam splitter
design flaws. These include:

Fig. 6 The ZR 100 on its
console shaft, ready for
attachmnet to camera.

Fig. 4. The Lee Cha Stereo Photo
splitter.

restrictions on the use of some
features of the camerallens
small mirrors (lower view angle),
second surface mirrors (reflections), and non sharp-edged
prism mirrors (wider septum)
After searching the market, I
wanted to design a "perfect" beam
splitter, which would have all of
the major advantages and a minimum of compromises. As a result
the model ZRlOO was created
(Fig.6).
An important initial decision
was not to attach the splitter to
the camera lens. All of the weight
of the ZRlOO lies on the console
shaft, allowing the ZRlOO to move
freely along the main optic line of
the camera together with camera's
own lens, guided by a precision
linear ball bearing. This decision

Fig.5. The Loreo
Cap.
(See SW Vol. 29 No. 5 page 29.)

..................................................................
windows. All this provides a wider
view angle and bigger stereo effect.
Another extremely important
feature is its unique one-thumbscrew regulated side mirror angle.
Due to this system, the minimum
distance to the object being photographed is now as short as one
foot. So, you can make a stereo
picture of that frog even without
zoom.
But with the Z R l O O you can use
zoom as well. The attachment
works perfectly with a focal length
from 40-45 mm to 100 mm or
even more. You can also use any
other valuable features of digital
and film, SRL and other cameras,
such as Auto Focus, Manual Focus,
Aperture and Speed Priority, Auto
Flash, and so on.
(Continued on page 24)

THE SOCIETY

News from the
Stereoscopic Society of America

Ray Zone

Alpha Folio Report

'I

t has been some time since a
report was included in Stereo
World regarding the Alpha Folio
subgroup of the Stereoscopic Society of America," writes Alpha Folio
secretary Ken Luker (SSA member
#1017). "I thought it would be
good to send in a report on the
Alpha group, including a brief
summary of the slides that have
been traveling the circuit during
the past year.
"Alpha currently has seven folios
circulating domestically, that is,
throughout North America. Three
of the folios have no specialized
theme, while the other four have
emphases on Transportation,
Favorites, Whatzit, and Moods. In
addition, five international folios
circulate to our own Alpha membership and to affiliated members
in New Zealand, Australia and the
United Kingdom. These international folios take from two to three
years to make a full circuit, whereas the domestic boxes usually
return within less than a year.
There are today 167 separate views
in the circulating boxes.
"These boxes circulate among the
current Alpha membership, consisting of only fifteen people
throughout the United States.
Unfortunately, we recently (temporarily?) lost our last member in

Tgroup

)pic Society of America is a
or currently active stereo photographers who circulate their work by means of
postal folios. Both print and transparency formats are used, and several groups are operating folio circuits to met the needs in each
format. When a folio arrives, a member views
and makes comments on ecich of the erItries
of the other participants. His or her owrI
view, which has traveled tht circuit and has
. ,
been examined and commenreo upon oy the
other members, is removed and replaced with
o new entry. The folio then continues its endless travels around the circuit. Many long distance friendships have formed among the
participants in this manner over the years.
Stereo photographers who may be interested in Society membership should contact the
Membership Secretary, Les Gehman, 3736
Rochdale Dr., Fc~ r Collins,
t
Ci
'70)
282-9899, I$s-@!
3ehmon.ora
.
.

Canada, partly due to reaction to
the loss of one folio while it was in
the custody of Canada Post. There
is ample room for more participants. One can expect about one
box per month, although they
sometimes get bunched up, much
to the consternation of the secretary!
"If any Stereo World readers
would like to join the Alpha folio
circuit, please join the Stereoscopic
Society of America through Les
Gehman, the membership secretary, and then contact me, Ken
Luker, Alpha Folio secretary, e-mail
klukel@sisna.com.I'll be glad to add
new members to the routing.
"27 stereoviews were retired
from the Alpha circuit folios in the
year 2006 after receiving at least
eight points in the voting. Among
the highest scoring stereoviews
were "The Blackout" by Paul Milligan (#612), "Fisherman with Red
Pipe" by John Dukes (#812), and
"Reflection Pond on the Maple
Grove Trail" by Bert Noel (#1107).
1'11 be distributing to members of
the Alpha circuit a more complete
report of all the voting."

12th International SSA
Stereo Card Exhibition
Stereographers are invited by
Co-chairs David and Linda
Thompson (#926 and #1012) to
submit their work to the 12th
International SSA Stereo Card Exhibition. Judges will be looking for
original and artistic interpretations
in a variety of subject matter. Consideration will also be given to the
accuracy of stereo mounting and
the appearance of the card mount.
The Exhibition will be conducted
in accordance with the standards
required and practices recommended by the Photographic Society of
America (PSA).
This Exhibition is open to any
living stereo photographer. Newcomers to stereography and international exhibitors are especially
invited to submit their work. Each
entrant may submit up to 4 views
in the Holmes format, 3.5" x 7"

stereo card only. Entries previously
accepted in the SSA Exhibition are
not eligible. The original image
must be made by the entrant on
photographic emulsion or acquired
digitally. All images must be original and may not incorporate elements produced by anyone else.
The judges are Sheldon
Aronowitz, International Judge
and Stereo Exhibitor from Teaneck,
New Jersey, Gary Shacker, International Judge and Stereo Exhibitor
from San Diego, California and Ted
Welker, International Judge and
Stereo Exhibitor from Portland,
Oregon. Serving as alternate judge
is Ernie Rairdin, International
Judge and Stereo Exhibitor from
Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
The closing date for the exhibition is July 6, 2007. The cards will
be judged on July 12, 2007 at the
NSA Convention in Boise with the
Awards and Acceptances going on
display at the Convention from
July 12 to 15. A second exhibition
will take place at the Cascade 3-D
Center in Portland, Oregon on July
24, 2007. Cards not accepted for
the exhibition will be returned July
27, 2007. The catalog, awards and
all other returns will be mailed
September 6, 2007.
Entry fee is USD $8.00 which
includes return of entries by 1st
Class Mail to US and Canada, and
Small Packet Air elsewhere. All
entries are to be sent to David and
Linda Thompson, 8132 Pudding
Creek Dr. SE, Salem, Oregon
97301.
A PDF Entry Form for the 12th
SSA Exhibition is at the PSA website
and is also downloadable at
www.ra)r3dzone.comlSSA12entryvpdf.

The 2007 SSA Dinner
The 2007 SSA Dinner will take
place during the NSA Convention
at Boise on Thursday July 12th
from 6:00 pm to 8:00 pm. Cost is
$20.00. If you are a member of the
Stereoscopic Society of America,
are interested in joining, or just
want to socialize, this is the place
for you. It will be a western style
BBQ outside in Julia Davis Park.

The park is about three blocks
from the convention hotel and an
easy walk or about a 1.5 mile drive
due to the one-way streets.
The meal will consist of R R Q
baby back pork ribs; teriyaki
broiled chicken breast; a salad bar
with American potato salad, alpine
coleslaw, and fresh fruit salad;
steamed bouquitiere of vegetables
(broccoli, cauliflower, carrots, summer squash, zucchini, and snow
pea pods); oven roasted rosemary
potatoes; dinner rolls and butter;
ice carved watermelon and fresh
strawberry shortcake chantilly; and
iced tea, lemonade, and bottled
water. Unfortunately no alcoholic
beverages will be served, but you
are free to bring your own as long
as it is not in a glass container
(glass is not allowed in the park).

Vintage Views
in the SSA Folios
In addition to creating their own
original stereographs, SSA members
occasionally send around digital
restorations of vintage stereoview
cards in the folios. Recently, SSA
Life Member Rrandt Rowles (#693)
sent around a very rare stereograph
that he had digitally restored. The
stereoview card, originally handtinted, depicts the interior of the
D. Appleton store in New York
City in 1859.
The D. Appleton store was located at 346 Broadway in New York
City and it also manufactured
stereographs and stereoscopes

1

Interior of the D. Appleton store in New York City in 1859, home of the N. L:
Stereoscopic C o Digital restoration by Brandf Rowles.

.........................................................................................................................................
under the company name "N.Y.
Stereoscopic Co." Founded in
1851, D. Appleton was one of the
first business concerns to import
and distribute stereoview cards and
stereoscopes in America in what
historian Paul Wing has characterized as their "first decade of distribution."
Wing depicts two stereoviews of
the D. Appleton store in Chapter
Three of his book Stereoscopes, the
First Hundred Years (Transition Publishing: 1996) and notes that "In
the late 1850s, D. Appleton & Co.
promoted an interesting series of
lithographed views bound with
ribbons in a three-part cardboard
assembly which opened out to
become 'The Stereoscope for the
Millions."'

How to Contact the SSA
General Secretary
Ray Zone (#984) is the General
Secretary of the Stereoscopic Society and in that position is responsible for production of this column
in Stereo World magazine and,
according to the Membership
Rules of the Society, is also
"responsible for trying to keep the
Society functioning effectively and
harmoniously." Folio secretaries
and any member of the NSA interested in the SSA is encouraged to
contact Ray via email at:
r3dzonewearthlink.net.

How to Join the SSA
To join the SSA one must first, of
course, be a member of the NSA.
For placement in a stereocard,
transparency or digital folio of
their choice the new SSA member
must send $10 to Treasurer Les
Gehman at the following address:
Les Gehman, 3736 Rochdale Dr.,
Fort Collins, CO 80525, (970) 2829899. Les can be reached via email
at: les(?gehman.org. eirr

Editor's View
(Continued from paxe 2)

color sections metered out
carefully.
The quality and expansion of
this magazine depends completely
on an enthusiastic readership
renewing at its usual exceptionally
high rate, contributing both extra
funding and/or articles whenever
possible, and actively looking out
for potential new members in any
and all likely situations. Packets of
the current version of the NSA
membership brochure are available
from NSA, PO Box 86708, Portland
OR 97286. ei@
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by John Dennis

UanuaryIFebruary 1983)) describes
in illustrated detail the story of a
little known World War I1 aerial
reconnaissance camera concept
designed to record continuous
strips of overtunder stereo images
during low level, high speed
flights.

F

ans of the PRS television show
History Detectives will see a segment in the show's upcoming
season that investigates a question
originally brought up by a Stereo
W o r l d article. "The Forgotten
Stereo Strip Camera" by the late
Robert T. O'Rrien of Dayton, Ohio

This self portrait was made by Robert T: O'Brien (author of the 1983 SW article) using a
Stereo Realist camera with a Power's Trick Stereo Adaptor. This unit provides a means of
blocking off portions of the Realist's image area so that multiple exposures can be made on
a single pair of film chips. This image was made in two exposures4ne with Mr. O'Brien
leaning on the fence (upper section) and one without (lower section).
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The final version of the camera
(used during the Korean war) was
brought out of retirement at the
conclusion of the 1962 Cuban missile crisis in order to obtain the
sharpest possible stereoscopic confirmation that all the ballistic missiles had in fact been removed as
agreed in last-minute negotiations
that backed the U.S. and the USSR
away from the edge of nuclear
conflict. Near the end of the article, Mr. O'Brien mentions almost
casually that a 6x6 foot Realist 3-D
screen (Realist used the name "Silvrscreen") belonging to the Dayton Stereo Camera Club had been
borrowed by the nearby WrightPatterson Air Force Rase. "It was
weeks later that club members
were to learn of its use in
Kennedy's Oval Office to stereo
project the Cuban overflight films.
It seems the Air Force no longer
had adequate stereo screens for
such projection."
The screen later ended up in
OIBrien's attic, and in 1991, when
he was preparing to move, he
offered the screen free of charge to
a fellow Realist collector, Stereo
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A World War I1 image

C.

Stereo Strip camera, one
of several converted
from the camera's con, tinuous strip over/under
format to a tradit~onal
par
by Robert O'Brien
,re
for his 7 983 article m
Stereo World "01. 9 No.
6. The view shows the
ruins of Frankfurt, Germany m 1945 and also
appeared as one of
Stereo World's crossviewing cover experiments, with the left
image on the front cover
and the right image on
the back cover.
'
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World Art Director Mark Willke.
Letters arranging shipment of the
seven foot tube containing the
screen from Ohio to Oregon
included more details from Mr.
O'Brien about its claimed place in
history. "When I started volunteering at the A.F. Museum, I learned
that in '62 the A.F. possessed a 9ft.
size Silvrscreen that was too large
for use in the Oval Office. Apparently Realist apprised them of our
club's owning the medium size
screen. Incidentally they awarded
us a dozen rolls of Kodachrome for
the use of it."
With its large metal frame and
legs, the screen was too tall for use
in Mark's home and it remained
unassembled in a closet until late
2006, when Mark asked me if I
thought Portland's 3D Center of
Art and Photography
(www.3Dcenter.d would accept it
as a donation. Then, just weeks
later in October, we learned that
the 3D Center was in contact with
Oregon Public Broadcasting (coproducer of History Detectives)
regarding a possible 3-D related
artifact whose place in history the
show could investigate.
I was asked if I could recommend likely items such as early
View-Master viewers etc., and the
Realist screen immediately came to
mind as a 3-D item with the most
dramatic possible historical connection. After seeing the original
Stereo World article and Bob
OPBrien'sletters, History Detectives
researcher Carol Sherman at OPB
became enthusiastic about having
the show look into the question of
the screen's possible use at the
White House for the projection of
3-D surveillance images. Sherman
and other researchers checked out
leads in Dayton and the Washington, DC area, and by early January,
2007, the official news came that
"the story is a go" and two sessions
of filming at the 3D Center were
scheduled.
The above required actually setting up the screen for the first time
in many years, and with the first
attempt to snap it to the square
metal frame it became clear that
the material had shrunk. Careful
stretching eventually got three
sides snapped, and Cascade Stereoscopic Club President and professional conservator J. Claire Dean

Dct~WesCormntoMcCcntaf~/mh~aealnoneofmnytokcsl~udng
PBS viewers to the unique Portland attmction. Later takes inqmmted a Hdmes stereoscope and a View-master as props, all recorded by Director of Photogmphy Greg Bond (left
r m ) and Sound Mixer Randy Layton (right rear).

tory of the screen while Greg Bond captures it on tape fiwn a dtUmcrt~angle s h l y
before the screen itself was set up on its four spindly leqs fw pmiection.

I
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Mark W e , Annk DuMnsky and W a Cowon go thnngh
mo&s of maping the
screen moterial to the fmme for a possible filler sequence in the final edit. In faa, the
lengthy process involving careful
screen was already as stretched as safely possibl&
pulling and adjusting weoring cotton gloves.

I

History Detective Wes Cowan stands in front of the Realist screen to record background
and introductory material for later interview and museum footage shot across the U.5.
At the rear is the Center's wider permanent screen. (stereo st106 levy.)

The projector designed for polarized 3-0 projection or me over/under, continuous strip film
from stereo strip cameras like the one used over Cuba in 1962 and featured in Robefi
O'Brien's "The Forgotten Stereo Strip Camera" Stereo World Vol. 9 No. 6. Top cranks on
either side could scroll through miles of terrain in sharp, stereoscopic relief on screens up to
nine feet square.

................................................................
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The model of Stereo Strip camera
(KA- 18A) used to confirm removal of
ballistic missiles from Cuba in 1962,
shown installed in a plane, from
Stereo World Vol. 9 No. 6, page 13.

decided to leave the last side loose
to avoid tearing the already delicate rubberized black surround
material holding the screen snaps.
The loose side had been wrinkled
in storage, but the screen looked
generally impressive and free of
flaws for its initial day of filming
by the History Detectives crew.
The following week, show host
Wes Cowan (a former NSA member
and stereoview dealer) arrived to
do the interviews with 3D Center
Assistant Director Annie Dubinsky.
Again, the screen's frame had to be
unfolded and its fabric snapped in
place, but cold, dry weather had
caused even more shrinkage, making it difficult to snap even two
sides in place. Over an hour of

Wearing cardboard glasses for the
"classic 3-D look", Annie Dubinskv
and History ~etectiveWes cowan
watch slides from Simon Bell's
"Classic American Cars of Cuba"
projected on the Realist screen by
the Center's RBT projector.

testing and cautious pulling paid
off, and the screen was again tightly snapped to three sides of the
frame for its starring TV appearance.
Following a brief tour and
description of the 3D Center of Art
and Photography, Wes and Annie,
with camera and sound crew close
behind, entered the projection area
where they read aloud from Bob
OfBrien'sletter explaining the
screen's claim to fame. They then
set the preassembled screen
upright on its four snap-in legs
and watched as the polarized light
of stereo slides again brought its
bright surface to life after so many
years of darkness. Fittingly, the
show selected was Simon Bell's
"Classic American Cars of Cuba"
first shown at the 2002 NSA convention (Vol. 29 No. 1, page 27).
Finally, Wes Cowen was shot
alone with the screen, musing to
the camera about military surveillance uses of stereo imaging and
the claim that the Air Force had
needed to borrow a screen from a
stereo camera club. This would
provide a lead-in to interview
footage shot in Dayton and the
Washington D.C. area and to the
eventual revelation of the answer
uncovered by the show's well traveled detectives.

T"

e fifth season of the PBS serie!
History Detectives will be broadcast
in summer 2007. Co-produced by
Oregon Public Broadcasting and Lion
Television (UK), the series combines
the latest forensic techndogy with
old-fashioned, pavement-pounding
detective work. Exploring stories fron
across the nation, History Detectives
delves into legends, folklore and
personal histories to discover
potentially extraordinary objects in
everyday American homes, cities and
small towns.
The series is hosted by four factfinders: Wes Cowan, independent
appraiser and auctioneer; Elyse Luray
an independent appraiser and expert
in art history; Gwendolyn Wright,
professor of architecture, planning
and preservation, and professor of
history, Columbia University; and
Tukufu Zuberi, professor of sociology
and the director of the Center for
African Studies at the University of

m
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Most of the artifacts researched
by the show are in private homes,
but in this case the object of the
mystery was in the hands of a
knowledgable group (the Cascade
Stereoscopic Club and its 3D Center) passionately interested in its
provenance. This artifact's place in
history had been asserted not in
the usual family stories but in the
pages of Stereo World as well as subsequent letters from the article's
author. All of this put a somewhat
different spin on the visit of the
History Detectives to film and talk
about the object.
I was there to cover the event
for Stereo World with my Realist
(it's a Realist screen after all), and
Shab Levy documented it for the
3D Center with his digital rig,

making the OPB a m as much the
subject of attention as the screen.
At one point during the first day of
filming, Shab and I expressed concern that some of our camera
flashes were being caught on tape
while Director of Photography
Greg Bond aimed his video camera
at sections of the screen assembly.
Senior Producer Bruce Barrow
quickly concluded that under the
circumstances, our presence was
part of the story and a few flashes
wouldn't hurt the non-interview
footage.
To see just how the hours of
tape shot at the 3D Center and
ivound the country are edited into
a coherent segment of the show, as
well as the verdict on the screen's
place in history, watch your local

PBS station schedule this summer

or visit -tectiv~.
Bruce Barrow and Beth Harrington
are Senior Producers of the
segment, and Chelsea Chick is
Associate producer. 00

2007 Croup Show Wz-3 FOOD!
1 Miami it

was heat, but in Boise
ve're talking about many peo-2lePs favorite subject: FOOD! The
Group Show for the NSAIISU 2007
gathering will be have the delicious subject of FOOD. We're looking for any images of digestibles
that are interesting, fun and of
course 3-D! This is an opportunity
for you to participate in the digital
theater, even if you don? have a
full-fledged show. It can be an
antique or vintage image, a picture
you took years ago, or something
new! Anything related to food will
be considered. FOOD is a truly
international theme that should
inspire all sorts of entries to
enhance the international flavor of
this delicious NSAIISU event.
Ron Labbe will be putting the
show together in a 2xga format-if
you can't provide digital files he
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"Tutti Frutti" by Ron Labbe.
..................................................................................................................................................................

can scan your hard copy for you.
Contact ron~tudio3d.comto
submit by June 1. 0.

f

Rinty!
by Jim Van Eldik

s story begins in 1956. The
place was the dark, damp
woods far out on the western
frontier. I was busily preparing my
fort, an old, abandoned, rusted out
livestock water trough, for defense
against marauding Apaches,
Comanches, Sioux, mountain
lions, and any other dangerous
varmints that might be lurking
about. True, such threats had been
chased out of the corn fields of
Iowa many.years before, but in my
ten-year-old imagination, dangerous enemies were at my beck and
call. I kept my trusty Red Ryder
packed with BBs, ready for any
contingency. Most days found me
involved in a pitched battleempty soup and bean cans filling
the roles of implacable enemies or
other varmints. The old water
tank, with its rusted out sides providing firing ports, was certainly
not much to look at as a fort, not
until I began flying my brand new
lOlst Cavalry, Fighting Blue Devils
guidon above its very airy tree
branch ceiling. The guidon was

T'

The prized but hgik 101st Caw/&
Fghting Blue W s guidon, original/y 25r pkrs a Nabbe0 Shredded
"%cut box top.
w
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cots premium fulfillment center in
Brooklyn, NY.
By 1956, television producers
and sponsors had discovered the
lucrative marketing potential of
their new medium. In the beginning, simply demonstrating a
child's product on Tv resulted in
long lines at retail outlets. Then
companies like Nabisco began
including products shown on Tv
along with the cereal as free premiums to entice children to buy their
products. In the case of Rin Tin
Tin, these items included toy BB
games, plastic medals, character
masks (imprinted on the box), and
character stickers, the latter the
only free premiums I managed to
retain, still stuck on the back of
my old high-chair. The free premiums resulted in greater sales, but
also incurred a small cost for the
company. This led to the self-liquidating premium.
The self-liquidating premium
eliminated cereal company production costs and shipping expenses
entirely, those b e i i transferred to
another manufacturer in-toto.
These "fuWlment centers" provided the item at extraordinarily low
cost, relying on volume for their
profit. Even when profit was only a
few cents per item they were still
substantial, especially when sales
topped five million as was often
the case. Sales of Shredded Wheat
soared while we kids gloried in the
cool U.S.Cavalry stuff we could
now purchase (delivery in four to
six weeks) with our nickels.
Such was case of the Fighting
Blue Devils guidon, the most gor-

geous thing ever conceived by
man. Manufactured of pressed dark
blue felt featuring letters and
crossed sabers in gold, as well as
silky smooth gold Mm, it was
delightful to a ten-year-old's sight
and touch. It was part of a premium package called the "Official Rin
Tin Tin Membership Kit." It
included a fine pewter Fighting
Blue Devils hat pin just like
Rusty's, and an official membership card to the Rin Tin Tin Club.
The whole package, including
postage, cost twenty-five cents. To
facilitate sales Nabisco used a special order form, a four by seven
inch card fitted to the inside of the
shredded wheat box. These were
the now extinct large wheat biscuits, delicious on an cold winter's
morning when first doused in boiling water from the stove, the water
then drained off, and then served
with fresh, and I do mean fresh
(we had our own cow) milk and
cream-eam
so thick you had to
stir it first or it poured out of the
pitcher in clumps. It is a luxury
unknown today.
The little guidon, flapping its
wonderful swallow tails in the
breeze, looked fantastic above my
rustic, rusty fort. But alas, its days
were numbered. During the height
of one of my fierce battles came a
clarion call from a higher powerit was time for supper! Mother did
not continence much delay once
supper was on the table, so, Red
Ryder in hand, I sprinted up to the
house, utterly neglecting my
prized possession. There it
remained, above the fort, the

entire night. That particular night
we were blessed with an intense
downpour. The next morning the
guidon was a pathetic lump of
indiscriminate blue felt.
Despite its beauty and great military bearing, in reality the guidon
was a wimp. As I was to find out
much later, the felt, of unknown
origin, had simply been heat
pressed upon a single matrix of
fine thread weave. Then golden
numerals were painted on and
trim and fringe sewn on each end.
The felt was reminiscent of the
pressed material used to manufacture some of the Federal uniforms
used during the first year of the
Civil War, a type of material
referred to as "shoddy " in the
1860s. Clearly, "shoddy" had risen
again.
Of course the idea of a Dutch
Calvinist kid investing another
twenty-five cents in a second
membership kit was out of the
question. I soon slipped into a fifty
year funk. I would often see colorful flags during my twenty-eight
years of service with the Army, but
nothing that compared with the
Fighting Blue Devils standard.
Then, last spring, it occurred to
me that since anything ever made
anywhere is available on ebay,
maybe someone wiser than I had
managed to keep a Rin Tin Tin
guidon out of the rain and was
ready to part with it. I began my
search.
At any one time there are
upwards of one hundred to two
hundred Rin Tin Tin items listed
on ebay including examples of a
shoe brand with the same name. It
was not long before I acquired the
pewter hat badge, the other half of
the membership kit. As time went
by I acquired a few more common
items, but the guidon remained
elusive. Then it suddenly occurred
to me that someone possessing the
guidon might not realize its provenance. I switched key words, form
"Rin Tin Tin" to "Fighting Blue
Devils," and immediately got a hit.
Someone in Pennsylvania indeed
had, wisely or accidentally, opted
to display their guidon indoors, on
a basement rafter. There it
remained for fifty years until a new
home owner came along and
decided to sell it. Interestingly, it
was being sold as a military relic,
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this order form for the Rin Tm Tin "3-0 COLOR TELEVIEWER" and 24 wry small litho
/iem was found inside boxes of Nabixo Shredded Wheat. The short focal length
lenses magnified every printing defectI and would have distorted even goad photogmphic prints, but the "WOW" factor remained.
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in Tin Tin litho viewsI the hole at the top allowed in just &wt?lyenough light.
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the owner having no idea of its
true origin.
I was elated! I set a robust maximum bid and waited for the return
of my beloved little blue flag. However, it was not to be. Someone
with a clearer idea of what robust
means set a higher bid, and I did
not win. Back into the dark dreary
doldnuns I went. After a few
weeks, though, I came up with a
brilliant idea-track down the winner and see if he might be willing
to resell. It turned out the new
owner, a gracious gentleman and
former Army tanker, now Alaska
State Trooper Lieutenant Rick
Roberts-recognized my pitiful
plight and after a bit of negotiation relented and let me buy the
flag, notably, at no profit to himself.
While time had taken its toll on
the little guidon, it still retained

much of its old ambience and
flare. True, much of the dark blue
color had bleached out, and the
fabric was not nearly so thick as I
remembered, and the single line of
stitching along the trim and fringe
did not testify to high levels of
manufacturing standards, and that
rich wool smell I remembered had
been replaced by a basement air.
Still it was a lOlst Cavalry Fighting
Blue Devils guidon, the greatest
guidon there ever was. By keeping
production standards low, Nabisco
had insured the flag's future rarity
and value.
Of course searching for the flag
had inflamed a terrible itch for
additional items of the same ilk.
The goal soon grew to encompass
a complete retro 50s display. The
next objective was to acquire the
best of the other items included in

I

Nabisco's series of twelve cereal
premiums.
It might be useful here to understand that in the 1950s there were
no restrictions on children's advertising other than good taste, so
most of the TV advertisers had no
compunction about using the
actors to peddle the products,
sometimes so seamlessly they
almost seemed part of the program. With such cruel maladies as
TV bottom, TV tummy, TV jaw, and
TV squint (my wife and I still will
not watch TV in a dark room) to
worry about, who was going to
worry about a little thing like separating American youth from their
personal nest-eggs. Wealth for the
cereal companies and television
producers did not necessarily mean
wealth for the actors, however.
While some of the early TV pioneers such as William Boyd (Hopalong Cassidy) and "Buffalo" Bob
Smith of the Howdy Doody show
profited handsomely from product

..................................................................
View-Master 3-reelpacket X930,

RIN-TIN-TIN, 1955, with model C
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endorsements, the Rin Tin Tin cast
did not. The lead adult actor,
James Brown, playing the fabulously handsome and eternally
wise Lieutenant Rip (Ripley) Masters, said he did not make a dime
endorsing products. In fact, he
objected to the entire enterprise.
"The whole damn business is prostitution. We marketed products all
the time. Presumably we were cut
in for a percentage of the producers percentage, but I don't recall
seeing a penny of it."
On top of that outrage came
actor wages. Lead human actors
such as Brown earned from $300
to $500 per week, while the dog,
perfectly content eating dog food
and living in a kennel (albeit, an
air conditioned kennel), made
$2,300. The schedule was grueling,
producing a new show every three
days, two shows per week. Complicating things, child star Lee Aaker,
playing the adopted ten-year-old
with the curious name, "Rusty BCompany" (apparently Rusty forgot his last name when his family
was wiped out by Indians a few
years before), could only work four
hours per day, increasing scheduling Wculties. Additional time
was consumed waiting for Rin Tin
Tin to perform his tricks. There
1 were actually four Rintys in the
I series, only one a direct descendent of the original Rin Tin Tin of
movie fame, the one discovered in
a German trench during World
I War I. According to Brown, the
dog named J.R., or Junior, was the
brilliant and most friendly one,
but had his scenes limited somewhat because of a cloudv eve
caused by a horse kick.
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From Vw-Masterreel930-A, RIN-TIN-TIN in "Vanishing Guns: scene 2: "STAND
GUARD, RINPr:" WHlSPERS RUSV "UNTIL I GET RIP " O 7 955 Screen f ems Inc.
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Unlike many programs today,
the shows tried to teach something. According to Brown, "We
tried to preach without preaching.
Our stories simply taught that
right was right and wrong was
wrong. You don't get those kinds
of values on television anymore."
Quite a number of episodes are
currently available via video or
DVD. Be warned though, U.S. Cavalry troopers are habitually depicted as clean-cut, nondrinking, nonswearing, and non-homicidal. On
the other hand, while Native
Americans are at times depicted as
noble and peaceful, at other times
they are cantankerous, devious,
and frequently planning all sorts
of malfeasance and mayhem, just
like real people. If you tend to be
protective of children, brace yourself for the episode where an elderly U.S. Marshal, after disarming
two desperadoes, hands two
loaded six-guns to Rusty for transport down the street to the local
jail. You might also see Rusty committing such boyish pranks as
sneaking out at night with a high
powered rifle to hunt mountain
lions, or matching adolescent wits
with such legendary film villains as
Jack Elam and Lee Van Cleef.
Lee Aaker was already a film veteran with nine films under his belt
by the time he began the series in
1954. Probably best known to the
3-D crowd is the classic John
Wayne western Hondo released in
1953, subsequently entering our
video libraries via a 3-Dtelevision
broadcast in 1991. In the movie,
Aaker plays a nine year old orphan
whose parents had been wiped out
by Indians a few years before.
Other series regulars included
Joe Sawyer playing the highly
entertaining Sergeant Aloysius
"Biff" O'Hara, forever on the verge
of losing his stripes, and Rand
Brooks playing Corporal Randy
Boone. Brooks will always be
remembered for his role as Scarlett
O'Harals utterly hopeless groom,
Charles Hamilton, in Gone With
the Wind. It was a role, by the way,
that Brooks always detested. He
also has the distinction of having
been the first person to kiss Marilyn Monroe on screen.
So having become re-immersed
in the Fort Apache culture, the
self-liquidating hunt was soon

1

focused on what I viewed as the
two most desirable items: the cavalry uniform just like Rusty's, and
the Nabisco Rin Tin Tin 3-D set.
In 1956 the three dollar cost for
the uniform was well beyond my
budget. Today the uniforms appear
occasionally, but finding one complete with all buttons, corporal
stripes intact, and the iron-on
Fighting Blue Devils shoulder
patch still present is a rarity. (The
iron-on shoulder patches began to
disintegrate at the first washing.)
Though made as cheaply as possible of light cotton twill, the uniform is, of course, gorgeous. My
uniform came directly from a storage trunk in Kentucky and, like the
flag, was accompanied by some
very unusual odors but was in otherwise fine condition. Us 50s kids
had an infatuation with military
uniforms, with the bright red
Canadian Mounty uniform coming
in at the top of the list, and the
U.S. Cavalry uniform coming in a
close second.
The Nabisco 3-D premium consisted of a viewer with 24 side-byside views, the complete set originally offered for fifty cents. The
set's story line consists of the usual
Indian attack, the capture of Sgt.
O'Hara and a rescue by Rusty and
Rinty followed by some cavorting
between Rusty, Rinty and some
friendly Indian kids. The photo
views are of fairly low resolution,
as one would expect in a low cost
cereal premium. But when freeviewed, or observed with a standard lorgnette viewer, they provide
dramatic, highly entertaining 3-D.
The vivid colors seem to give the
impression of extremely life-like
watercolor portraits, a very pleasing effect. Six of the views, numbers 1, 4, 5, 7, 9, 11, and 20, provide a 3-D color photo album of
the cast that cannot be duplicated.
The great personal friendship that
developed between James Brown
and Lee Aaker is well documented
in view number 9. Putting together
a complete, first-class set took
some time. The best strategy for
collecting seems to be going after a
full set of cards first, and pursuing
the viewer second.
The only downside to the set is
the Nabisco viewer itself. With its
two-inch focal distance and high
power lenses, much of the luster of
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TN-Vue film cord T-20, RIN-TIN-TIN in "INDIAN RANSOM" wfth a TN-Mie vlewe~

Scene 5 hum TN-M& cad F20 "INDIAN RANSOM" denmnstmtcs haw the story sequence
hod to be c o m p into
~ seven images. Here, Rusty is shown stiU untying himself* while
in the caption his captor expresses anger that the "little soldier" is 01gone. 0 1957
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the views is lost in too much
detail, and a certain amount of the
3-D affect is lost as well. But as a
rare 1950s 3-D icon, the set is still
a treasure indeed. I rounded out
the set with an original copy of the
premium card from the cereal box.
These are frequently available at an
economical price. I have also
obtained cards for the Membership
Kit, the uniform, and a few other
items.
It should be noted that a couple
of videos and DVDs currently
offered include the original TV ads
for the premiums, including an
action packed ad for the 3-D set.
Of course the 3-D story would
not be complete without mention-

ing other 3-D products offered outside of Nabisco's auspices. ViewMaster first produced a three reel
set in 1955, and single copies as
well as complete three-reel sets are
almost continuously available on
ebay, usually at very moderate
prices. The color of all three reels is
still crisp and dramatic, and all
three contain at least one classic
view of Rusty and Rinty. By far the
best reel is the one entitled "Vanishing Guns." It contains a spectacular view of Rusty and Rinty that
was also marketed as a poster, and
a priceless view of Rusty, Rinty,
and Lt. Rip Masters together.
Also available is a single Rin Tin
Tin 3-D story card by View-Master-

needed. Eventually a wonderful
spahen was offered on ebay that
included actual autographs by Lee
Asker, James Brown, and Rand
B m k s that I was able to capture
with a single bid.
was
The Adventures of Rin 'ITn
pretty much the end of the road as
far as acting was concerned for all
of the lead actors. Aaker later
helped co-produce the Roufe 66
series, then retired from show business to became a carpenter. Msliking the hectic public appearance
schedule, Brooks quit acting entirely to build the largest private
ambulance service in Los Angeles.
Although they continued acting,
both Joe Sawyer and James Brown
found their options severely limited because of that old bug-a-boo,
type-casting. Brown is best remem-

C o w of a juk 1955 T N - V ~pro~
motkrol insert fwtures the $1.49
b&t Mewer. The Ibhted Delux
\lieww sdd for $2.98, and film wrds
were 29e, t h m for 8%.

owned 'Ihr-We. Unfortunately, all
of the views on both of my copies
in this format have discolored to a
redish-pink motif. According to
John Dennis, this was likely due to
k - V u e trying out a witches' brew
called "Eastman Color" in 1953-54
which, as it turned out,had very
poor color retention.
negative-to-positive print film concept
was later to replace Kodachtome in
View-Master reels themselves, once
more stable emulsions became
available. See SW Vol. 7 No. 3,
page 13.1
The 'ku-Vue story line is also
formula--capture by Indians, Rinty
to the rescue, etc. It has a great
close-up of Lt. Masters and Cpl.
Boone examining a ransom note
shot by arrow into the Fort Apache
stockade wall. Of interest is the
caption, "'OIHara (sic.), load some
rifles! The Indians are holding
Rusty for ransom' said the lieutenant." I can still recall the consternation a misprint like this
caused me when I was a kid. The
idea of a publisher making such an
error was not in my retinue of possibilities.
To round out my Rin Tin Tin
menagerie a good cast photo was

Letters

bered for having appeared on six
episodes of Dallas as Detective
Harry McSween, and on at least
one episode of Murder, She Wrote.
Rinty retired to his air conditioned
kennel where, at last report, his
descendants are still living. All
have passed on except Aaker who
resides in California.
Collecting 50s ephemera is certainly great fun, and the inclusion
of 3-D components is one of the
highlights. The satisfaction of
knowing that one's hobby is contributing to the preservation of the
pioneer days of television enriches
the experience.
(All quotes, and much of the infbrmacame @m Saturday
Morning TV, by Gary Grossman, published in 1987.) ma
tion /iw this
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Even though the Sells were happy
to maintain the libmy even
though use declined, they could
no longer continue to do so when
they had to close their business.
The terms of closure allowed them
only 30 to 60 days to vacate the
building.
Regardless of what suggestions
the membership might have made,
the fact of life was that no public
repository had been found in several years of searching that would
fill all of the Board's wishes for the
library, and so other measures had
to be taken. The library was established to benefit the NSA members,
and if it had to cease existence,
then it should benefit the members in its dissolution.
While wishing Portland's 3D
Center of Art and Photography all
the best success, depositing the
NSA libmy there would Carry no
guarantee that it would survive
well into the future. If that center
should close, the problem of what
to do with the library would merely have been postponed and not
solved.
As such, the Board wisely decided to deal with the problem once
and for all. Instead of putting a
price tag on it and hoping that
their monetary estimate was correct, items are being put up for

auction for all to bid on thus maximizing profit. Mary Ann and
Wolfgang are handling this massive undertaking despite many difficult situations. NSA members
should applaud these two for all
that they have quietly done for
them over the years. Now more
then ever.
ALL profits will go to support the
NSA. I am stunned that anyone
would suggest otherwise. In addition to helping support the justifiable but ever increasing costs of
Stereo World, the profits from the
library are benefiting NSA members
by reestablishing small research
grants, and the acquisition of such
items as the huge new screen for
convention shows. Depositing the
collection in Portland would have
provided none of this.
As an Archivist I greatly dislike
breaking up and selling collections.
Not only is intangible information
lost, but ultimately it means the
items are no longer readily accessible as they descend into private
collections. Sometimes, as in this
case, there is no alternative. The
Board made the best decision
based on years of considering how
to best benefit the organization.
They should be supported for their
actions.
Paula Fleming
Annandale VA @@

Get DEEP Into ldaho!
An Ideal Setting for World-Class 3-D
NSA/ISU Convention/Congress, Boise, ldaho July10-17,2007

T

he structure of all NSA Conventions is basically the same.
What sets each apart is the
local staff, facilities, and host city.
For 2007 you have what might be
considered an ideal setting.
The host hotel is only steps from
the convention center. The entire
center has been reserved, so there
won't be any conflicts from other
users. The hotel and convention
center are located in the heart of
the city of Boise, in walking distance of shopping, restaurants,
bars and night clubs, galleries,
museums, parks, the Boise river
and green belt, a major hospital,
and just about anything else you
could think of.
Boise's population is about
200,000 and the entire Treasure
Valley area is about 300,000. This
makes it large enough to offer all
the amenities of a big city, but
small enough to avoid detractions
like high crime rates. You can feel
perfectly safe walking around at
night with your camera around
your neck. Boise is also a nice mix
of old and new, with historic
buildings from the 1800s and new
buildings going up constantly.

"Sawtooth Lake Reflection" by Don Parks
reveals just some of the
stereo potential of
Idaho's Sawtooth
Wilderness, to be found
on field Trip #6 during
the NSA/ISU Convention/Congress in Boise.

..........................................

Boise is located at the base of
the Boise Front with high desert to
the south and forested mountains
to the north. You can ride your
bicycle right from town into the
foothills and be on what many
major national magazines call the

best mountain bike trails in the
U.S. The Boise River runs right
through town with a Green Belt
path along its entire course. 88

Through VM Reels
M

EdiWs No& The Buremr of Mines was

CWin 1996 and ils /im&ns spread

mnargoihcr~agen&.Safeiytminingprogrmns Wretheonedacribedhere
conEImre uffder the Depmtment of Energy,
the Depmtrnntt @Health and Human

%vices, the Centers fbr Disease Control

and Prevention, and the National Institute
fbr OccupationalS a m and Health.
Actual inspection and ~gulationof mines
is under the Mine S a f q and Health
Administration.

ining is a dangerous business
and it becomes a major news
story when mines collapse
and miners are trapped. Who will
forget the saga of the nine miners
trapped in a Pennsylvania mine in
the summer of 2002? Luck was
with them and they all made it
out alive. Incidents like this make
us more aware of anticipating
these types of disasters in
advance. The wonder of 3-D
helped the Bureau of Mines teach
hazard recognition for many
years.
Training people on what to be
on the lookout for while in the
belly of a mine is a hard job. You
don't want to take someone down
a mine shaft and show them a
problem area when they are not
familiar with being underground.
Teaching what to look for is much
easier done above ground than
below--and safer too! Several
years ago, Bobbie Calhoun from
the Bureau of Mines hit upon the
idea of using 3-D slides as a way
of showing actual dangers one
might face when down inside a
mine.
For many years two-dimensional
slides were used for training but
they did not present a true picture
of what the inside of the mine
looked like when there was a
potential hazard. The idea of
using 3-Dpictures became a reality when a series of 3-D slides were
developed and used in training
classes. However, slides became a
problem in sending the presentations to various offices throughout the country.
First you had to have two pairs
of every slide and they had to be
kept in order. Then you had to
have two projectors to show them
and they had to be shown in
proper sequence and alignment,

etc. not something easily taught to
a field supervisor trying to explain
the dangers of mining to new
recruits. During a round-table discussion of the pros and cons of
using the 3-D images Bobbie hit
upon an idea-her kids had ViewMaster reels and they were 3-Dwhy not use that medium?
An idea was born. The reels were
something that could easily be
sent through the mail to classrooms throughout the country.
They were relatively inexpensive in
comparison to the number of
potential dangers that stood to be
averted. People were familiar with
the concept and reels could be easily viewed by audiences of all ages
and backgrounds.
Stereoscopic images [including
View-Master reels] have been an
effective government training tool
since first used by the military in
WWII. NIOSH and the Bureau of
Mines research showed 3-D to be
an effective medium for training
and improving the ability of miners to recognize various geologic
and mining-induced irregularities
that can cause groundfalls (roofing
disasters). 3-D images realistically
portray the natural mine environment thus they are an excellent
training aid for teaching miners to
recognize visual cues.
A number of titles were developed to accompany the reels in a
classroom setting. Each trainer purchased viewers for their classrooms
either directly through Fisher-Price
or through a local toy store.
According to Bobbie, seeing the
dangers in 3-D is just like being
there--only safer! After all wouldn't you rather look at the cracked
roof in an underground mine on a
View-Master reel rather than stand
there in person looking at it?
Seven instruction sets were
developed by the Bureau for use in
Mining and in Construction,
described as follows:

Hazard Recognition

cues to evaluate mining conditions
and hazardous situations. There are
two parts to the material. The first
is the Instructor's Guide. The second part consists of four 3-D reels.

Main Haulage Scaling.
You are running the lead locomotive pulling twenty empty coal
cars into 3 East. Lynnbo is running
the trail locomotive behind the
trip. When you are done putting
the empties on the section tipple,
Lynnbo asks if you noticed the
area of bad roof out by the fire car
on the main line. You answer that
you hadn't, and you ask Lynnbo
how bad it looked. Lynnbo said he
thought that the roof looked ugly
to him, but since he works in the
shop, it all looks ugly. This is your
section and you know it has been
recently re-bolted. However, you
decide to look at it. You tell
Lynnbo that you will follow h i
to the area in question. You must
decide the safest course of action
in determining if there is a problem, then you must decide the
safest course of action to take in

Pror

Training
Underpun Limestone.
for

This program for underground
limestone miners was developed
by combining the degraded image
concept with 3-D slides. It focuses
on teaching miners certain techniques for recognizing visual cues
in the workplace and using these

having the bad roof fixed. There is
an instructor's book and one ViewMaster reel for this course developed for underground coal miners.

Hazard Recognition
Training Program for
Construction &
Maintenance Repair.
This training program provides
miners with information on the
many hazards in conducting Construction, Maintenance and Repair
(CMR) tasks at the workplace of
surface non-coal operations. The
program coordinates specific
instructional materials with 3-D
scenes that depict a variety of CMR
hazards to enhance the perceptual
skills of the trainees. Together, the
trainee and instructor identify the
hazards and discuss appropriate
safe work practices. The instructional methodology that this program uses has been successfully
tested in the past for improving
job safety performance of miners.
An instructor's book and three
View-Master reels make up this
training course.

Maintenance of huge conveyer belts presents numews opportunities for safety training
images.

... . .-

ng safety is a natural subject of cor

any mining operation.

Work on heavy equipment involves numerous safety situations that can be well illustmted
in 3-0.

..................................................................................................................................................................

recent weeks that an idle section in
2 North mains, about 3 miles from
the portal, has been experiencing
serious roof problems. You were
told by one of the mine engineers
that the problems are due to the
sudden presence of slips in the
roof running in the direction of
mining. Several falls and significant downtime have forced the
company to reconsider the development of 2 North. On this particular day, the general superintendent informs you and Sammy that
the company decided to reactivate
the idled section beginning next
shift. You are to enter the mine
and set sights in 2 North to reorient all the entries by 45 degrees to
the east before the regular daylight
crew arrives. You are beginning
your work when you notice a section of top lower than the surrounding area. You must decide
whether this is a problem that can
wait or if it should be taken care of
immediately. A View-Master reel
and instructor's book make up this
course aimed primarily at underground coal miners.

Wearing Hearing Protection
Properly.
Welding next to what appears to be the spill of cleaning solvent makes for a dramatic safety tmining image.

Raggs & Curly
Guarding Exercise.
A recentinspection conducted
by an insurance company has
identilied some problems with
machine guarding around the
mobile conveyor system at a surface coal mine. The superintendent
asks that you, a chief mechanic,
conduct a more thorough inspection and document your findings.
You are to report back to the superintendent with recommendations
that will be part of a companywide machine guarding policy. The
superintendent assigns "Curly",
who just recently became a
mechanic helper, to accompany
you. You are to take this opportunity to teach him safe machine
guarding practices. You travel
through the complex and begin to
document your findings. Instructor's book and one View-Master
reel are used in this course.

Roof Sup rt in a
primary capeway

E'

(Former Title: D. R. Light).
On a recent run of the escapeways, the section boss notices that
the brow of a high fall area has
begun to deteriorate. On this particular day, the face boss asks the
miner operator and helper to follow the escapeway out from the
face and take down any loose top
at the high fall area. After correcting this problem, the workers
encounter another hazardous roof
condition nearby. This involves
deterioration of the immediate
roof around the bolt heads as a
result of moisture in the mine air.
Course includes instructor's book
and one View-Master reel. This is
another course developed for
underground coal miners.

Sammy's Loose Roof
Decisions

(Former Title: Sammy Spadd).
During your routine survey work
as a transit-man, you observed in

This Instructor's Copy offers
practical suggestions on how to
use the reel as a training aid, performance objectives for deciding if
the training is appropriate for your
needs, and discussion notes that
provide additional information to
the user. Dedicated to training
drillers, this course consists of an
instruction booklet and one ViewMaster reel.
These programs to assist some of
our country's most valuable laborers became a way of life at the
National Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health thanks to Bobbie's desire to provide real life
images. Most of us are exposed to
View-Master as a pleasure hobby.
These folks use 3-D to make their
lives safer and to learn how to spot
dangers without being in harms
way. This is the most innovative,
interesting and responsible way of
using View-Master that I have happened across in my many years of
researching reels. Hats off to NIOSH
and Bobbie for developing this successful program. mm

The Real Depth
of Bruges
I

review by John Dennis

T"

e impressively preserved
medieval city of Bruges, about
20 km from the Belgian coast,
has been well documented in travel books, videos, postcards and
posters, but now it can truly be
studied in depth thanks to the second book in the "See the World in
3D" series from the Fotof 3D Photography firm in Belgium. Bruges:
really the real thing! follows in the
style of the first book of stereos by
Frank Matthys, Hoi An and the
Third Dimension that explored one
of Viet Nam's best preserved
UNESCO World Heritage cities (SW
Vol. 32 No. 3, page 7).
Bruges is of course a major
tourist destination (also protected
by UNESCO), but the book's 247
stereos (ranging in size from about
9 x 7 inches to 3 x 3.3 inches)
reveal more aspects of the city
than even the most studious

Bruges: really the real thing!
by Frank Matthys, 2007. Fotof, Belgium,
. ISBN 9789081138710, Hardback, 8.5 x
11",112 pages, 247 monochrome
anaglyphic stereos. 24 EUR plus shipping.
For ordering and payment information,
contact Info.fotof.kor Fotof,
Boudewijnlaan 53,8300 Knokke,
Belgium, nmnrv.fotof.bc.

popular Belfry ~ k k e t
Square is shown from two sides,
and flipping between the two
hypers can give something of the
impression of flying over it in a
low, tight circle while leaning out
the door of a small helicopter.

The hypers are very carefully
done, with separations just enough
to provide dramatic stereo without
exaggeration and with only minor
traffic movement anomalies.
(Some are so close their subjects
that the movement of tourists in
the squares is more evident than
that of cars or trucks.) Following
each hyper are both exterior and
interior close-up views of the
buildings seen from above or
detailed views of the various streets
and markets. Many of these show
intricate, "made-for-3-D" sculpture
or amazing decorative details
above doors, on building comers,
or simply along ordinary walls that
would be easy for someone on a
busy tour to miss completely.
(Continued on page 29)

This unidentified bridge opens the section of Bruges titled "Canals".

' Old Japanese

Photographs:
Collectors' Data Cuide

Future scholars will
have to start over,
possibly missing
important references or inspired
historical COMeCtions. To date,
Terry Bennett has
published many
important works
on nineteenthcentury photography including,
Caught in Time: Great Photographic
Archives, Japan (1995), Early Japanese Images (1996))Korea: Caught in
Time (1997), Japan and the nlustrated London News 1853-1899 (2006)
and Photography in Japan 18531912 (2006), recently reviewed in
Stereo World. His Collectors' Data
Guide is a companion to this last
book, however it amply stands
alone on its own merits.
As any researcher knows, the
amount of information in one's
files far exceeds what can reasonably be expected to appear in
print. While the data is important,
publishers have to consider the
financial bottom line. Books consisting primarily of historical transcriptions and lists are not likely to
be successful in the popular market, which precludes the publication of many such valuable
resources. One must either selfpublish or hope to find an understanding publisher. As such, grateful appreciation must be given not
only to Bennett for releasing his
documentation, but also to Quaritch for having the foresight to
support and publish this important
body of work.
Unless a reader has spent an
equal amount of time researching

-

M

any years ago while browsing in a bookstore, I remember reading the jacket of a
book that caught my eye. It proudly stated that the author had,
"spent simply hours in the library
researching" for the book. My historian's mind reeled at that kudo. I
quickly returned the book to its
shelf--anyone who can count their
research only in terms of hours is
not worth reading. Years are
required to become familiar with a
subject, and years is what Terry
Bennett has spent researching
Asian photography. Twenty-five
years to be accurate.
For historians, however, it is not
just a matter of digging into a subject that counts. Publicationthat's the key. Dissemination of
the data is critically important)
otherwise their hard-fought
research ends up in files which
may nwer see the light of day.
Old japanese Photographs:
Collectors' Data Cuide.
By Terry Bennett, Bernard Quaritch Ltd.,
London, 2006. ISBN: 10-0-955085241.
f65 / USfll8, Hardcover 308 pages,
200+ illus.; 18 full stereoviews;
4,000+ photos identified by studio.
www.auaritch.com dm@auarich.com

.

the topic of a publication under
consideration, and knows, e.g.,
that valuable resources have been
missed, or misquoted, they must
rely upon the author. Have no
fear-Bennett is a careful and consummate historian. Although I was
familiar with Bennett's work on
Asian photography, it was his ferreting out Pierre Rossier as the
photographer of Negretti and Zambra's Chinese and Japanese stereographs that drew my attention
back to his immaculate scholarship. Very little can have escaped
his notice during his world travels
researching 19th-centuryAsian
photography. With the assistance
of David Peabody, he has accessed
data around the world in Masonic
archives, a little used, but important source of information. Rob
Oechsle, another notable Asian
scholar and NSA member, has contributed an index of stereo photographers and publishers which consists of more then a mere listing of
names. His entries include biographies and documentation which
round out the volume.
As for potential misquoting of
sources, that, too, is not problematical. Bennett has provided reproductions of not only vintage literature, but also studio advertisements. This book is an absolute
joy. Every page contains historical
gold. The publisher describes the
book as being, "quite simply, indispensable" to collectors, researchers,
curators and dealers. I could not
agree more. There is a challenge,
however, in reviewing compilations of documentation. Most of
the written material is the work of
previous authors, and lists, while

useful, and with the exception of
the "lenses" they provide to
deconstructionists, they provide
nothing in the way of narrative or
opinion for a reviewer to consider.
As such, the best way to give a
hint at the historical gems included in this publication is to list
some of the material covered in
this compendium.
Bennett divides his work into
seven broad categories: Old and
new articles, research data, souvenir albums, stereoviews, photography studio advertisements and
appendices. These categories are
further divided as follows:
Articles - Old:
The Practical Photographer Sept. 1896
(Photographers and photography in
lapan)
Photographic Difficulties in 1860s japan
(First-hand accounts by Henry Woods
and Paul Champion)
British lournal of Photography, Feb. 26,
1886: Felix Beato's London talk
Anthony's Photographic Bulletin, March
11, 1890: "A JapanesePhotographer"
[K. Ogawa] by W.K. Burton
The Practical Photographer, June 1,
1894: "Kajima Seibei" by W.K. Burton
The Far East, April 1878: Charles Parker
Encounter
The lllustrated London News, Feb. 4,
1860: Pierre Rossier in the Philippines
lapan Herald, Oct. 26, 1862: William
Saunders' Japanese Portfolio

Articles - New:
The Stereoview and Japan
Early Masonic Photographers in Japan,
by Bennett and David Peabody
Searching for T. Enami, by Oechsle

Research Data:
Daguerreotypes of Japanand Japanese
Subjects
Lost Photographs of JohnWilson &
August Sachtler
Photographic Copyright Regulations in
Japan, 1887
Francis Hall's Diary References to Photography
References to Japanese Photography in
The Far East periodical
Frederick Sutton's Japanese Lantern
Slides
Early Stereoview Sets in Japan
Chronology - William Saunders
Chronology - Pierre Rossier

Souvenir Albums:
Number list and attribution issues

Photography Studio Advertisements
(from early books, guidebooks, directories, newspapers and periodicals.)

Appendices:
lndex of Commercial and Amateur Photographers in Japan, 1853-191 2
Chronology of Japanese Photo-History
Photographic Terms and Glossary
Karl Lewis' Letter, April 20, 1940

By design, this work contains a
fair proportion of pure data, but
the inclusion of early accounts by
photographers using wet-plate
technology and dealing with conditions that were far from ideal,
provides a reminder of the difficulties encountered as well as an
engaging break for the reader. For
the stereo aficionados there is a
wealth of information. Oeschle's
index of Japanese stereoviews summarizes his observations of over
15,000 views encountered at NSA
conventions, trade shows and dealers around the world, as well as
public and private collections.
Eighteen stereoviews are published
full-size. There is certainly sufficient information to justify the

.1

STEREOSCOPIC SOCIETY OF AMERICA

12th International Stereo Card Exhibition

A PSA recognized exhibition for
makers of full size stereo print views
Open to all-newcomers to stereography and/or
international exhibitions especially invited.

Closing date July 6,2007
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Stereoviews

acquisition of this volume by the
specialized stereo collector.
As every historian knows,
research continues after publication. A maddening corollary to
this is the fact that important new
data will always come to light
immediately after a book has gone
to press. And such is the case with
this book. Fortunately Bennett has
been able to include an Epilogue
outlining new findings. I will keep
those revelations a mystery. With
any luck, they will be the start of
another volume. In the meantime,
Bennett is currently working on a
book on early Chinese photography, which is eagerly anticipated.
As a publisher must consider the
bottom line, so must the reviewer.
Quite simply mine is that this is an
incredible resource which deserves
to be in any serious scholar's or
dealer's reference library, and it's a
darn fine read as well. The price is
a pittance in comparison to the
outlay that would be required to
obtain the data first hand. Further
it will save one simply years of
research in libraries and archives. rsrs
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lndex of Japan-RelatedStereoview Photographers and Publishers, 1859-191 2,
by Oeschle
A PDF Entry Form is at the PSA w ~ b s ~ t e
and IS also downloadable at:
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Beam Splitter

Fig. 7 The ZRlOO in position on its lens ring. The unit's weight is supported by the
console shaft, beneoth the body and lens.

........"................"............................................................................................................................
"

Fig. 9 Sample stereo taken with the ZRl 00 on a Nikon DSO.

Fig 10 Sample stereo taken with the ZRlOO on a Nikon DSO.

Fig. 8 The ZRl00 in "standby"
position.

Another useful feature, which is,
to my knowledge, unique to the
ZR100, is its "instant attachment"
mechanism. You need just a
moment to connect the splitter to
the camera, and one moment to
disconnect them, lowering the
ZRlOO to a "standby" position. This
makes it easy to take couple consecutive shots in stereo and nonstereo modes-within a single
minute (see figs.7 and 8). The
ZRlW with its shaft console may
also be removed from the camera
instantly.
Versatility was a chief concern in
the design of the ZR100, and the
splitter has been successfully tried
with Nikon (DSO, D70, NSS), Fujifilm (FINEPIX S5200, S3100), Minolta (MAXXUM 70, SD), Lumix (DMCFZ30, DMS-FZS), Canon (EOS 20D,
30D, REBEL XT, REBEL T2, ELAN
7NE), Pentax (is+ DL), and Sony
CYBER-SHOT cameras. The ZRlOO
may also be used with many other
types and brands of cameras. The
camera only has to have a filter
thread on the lens.
More information on compatibility and pricing, as well as a
manual for the ZR100, can be
found at www.threedview.com .
Anatoly Zaya-Ruzo is a professional
craftsman and woodworker living in Connecticut. Formerly a maker of musical
instruments and, later, mechanical dolls,
he has been making, repairing, and restoring stereoscopes f i r the last four years.
Many of his stereoscope models, as well as
listings of available putts, can be found on
his site: www.threedview.co~.00

THE UNKNOWNS

Can You Identify the
Subjects of These Views?
Neal Bullington

ur current Unknown view, on
a blank, bright yellow mount,
is from Jeffrey Kraus, and
shows a city park filled with people. Most of them are on the other
side of a large fountain spraying
water high into the air. Unfortunately, there is no statuary visible
in or near the fountain to help
identify the location. The large
building visible through the trees
may be-of some help. Significantly,
the crowd is gathered around a
partially inflated hot air balloon
just behind the line of trees. No
name is visible on the balloon, but
the tall equipment just to the right
of the balloon may have been
involved in the launch. me

C

oing crazy guessing the who, what or
where of unidentified views in your collection? Get help from the entire NSA membership by sending views to The Unknowns,
5880 London Dr., Traverse City, MI 49684
with return .postaqe.
- Even views with printed
titles from major publishers can sometimes
fail to identify some aspect of the subject.
(Unusual subjects or interesting street scenes
are more likely to be printed here than generic houses or postures.) Send information on
subjects you recognize to the same address.
--

-

-

-
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(949) 215-1554, EBX (949) 581-3982
-SITE:
W . B E R E Z I N . C O MEMAIL:
/ ~ D INFO@BERUIN.COM
WETAKEALL MAJOR CREDITCARDS. I//SIT OURONLINE WEBSTORE, WRITE
OR
CALL
FOR CAJALOG

Stereo Detective Examines
an Infernal Mechanism
by David A. Horine

A

s a teenager, my first moneymaking job was mowing my
neighbors' lawns. It was boring physical work, and I was
happy to move on to the relatively
more interesting and lucrative job
of playing "Taps" at funerals. Later,
after graduating from college and
buying a house, I resumed the
practice of pushing a lawn mower.
The boredom was back, but I did
save money. When I retired, I
could finally afford to collect
stereoviews and pay a gardener. I
tried to forget about lawn mowers.
Recently, my wife gave me a
birthday present-a Carleton
Watkins stereoview entitled "Lawn
View at T.H. Selby's Residence, Fair
Oaks, Cal." Upon close inspection,
I could see that the picture contained a very familiar sight. I could
see a lawn mower leaning against a
tree. It was a manually pushed reel
type mower, and it looked just like
the ones I have owned. Surely, the
lawn mower is a modern invention. Was this stereoview a fake?

Carleton Watkins is one of my
photographic heroes. His output
ranged from beautifully crafted
stereoviews to huge contact prints
made with 26"x 30" glass plates.
Watkins photographed for over 50
years in the western states, mostly
in California, preserving the history of landscapes, buildings, and
commerce. His pictures reveal a
very high degree of elegance and
taste. Unfortunately, good taste
and business savvy do not always
go together, and that might help
to explain why he suffered a bankruptcy in 1875. The best information I have found on the scope
and chronology of Watkins'
stereoviews can be found at
www.car1etonwatkins.org. This well
organized web site includes the
stereoview in this article, #1918. It
is easy to date my view. It is
marked with an address, "22 and
26 Montgomery Street, San Francisco". Watkins used the address

from 1871 through 1875. Peter
Palmquist, in his chronology of
Watkins, tells us that Watkins photographed the estates of wealthy
San Franciscans in 1872.
A modern map shows that Fair
Oaks is a town near Sacramento,
California. However, my research
on the Selby estate taught me that
Fair Oaks had been the name for
Atherton, California in Selby's
time. Atherton is a wealthy town
near Stanford University and Palo
Alto. When Watkins visited Fair
Oaks, it was an area of large estates
owned by ultra-wealthy San Franciscans who wished to escape San
Francisco's summer cold and fog.
These estates typically consisted of
multi-story mansions surrounded
by large lawns and gardens,
orchards, vineyards, and sometimes cattle, in the manner established by wealthy English merchants in the 18th century.
Thomas W. Selby had been elected

Carleton Watkins No. 1918, "Lawn View at T.H. Selby's Residence, Foir Oaks, Col. "
1 872.
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Detail, Watkins No. 19 18.

..................................................................

mayor of San Francisco in 1869
and presided over the creation of
the city's famous Golden Gate
Park. He was also a merchant and
owner of the Selby Smelting and
Lead Works. That company had
become the largest metal reduction
establishment in North America.
Watkins had photographed the
Smelting Works in 1874 and cast
his own shadow into his stereoview #1942. Following the practice of his peers, Selby purchased
420 acres in Atherton and built a
country estate that he called
"Almendral"
www.ci.atherton,ca.us/historv.html
.

Since Selby had a lot of money and
had a big lawn on his estate, he
could afford to buy the very best
garden tools. Rut was he able to
find a lawn mower?
I searched for answers with my
encyclopedia and the Web. The
invention of the lawn mower
stemmed from needs resulting
from the invention of lawns. In
the early 1800s in England, large
lawns were used for golf, croquet,
lawn tennis, field sports, and for
ground covers on large estates. At
first, people trimmed lawns by
hand with scythes, sickles, or
shears. Also, grazing animals such
as sheep were often used. These
primitive trimming processes were
very slow, expensive, and lacked
the uniformity and crisp cut ends
that we now expect. Sheep would
often eat the lawn down to the
earth beneath. There was a ready
market for a better solution when
Edwin Beard Budding of Glouchestershire, England, patented the
first reel lawn mower in 1830. His
basic concept was possibly inspired
by a machine designed to cut the
nap off wool cloth. Rudding's

patent lauded the virtues of his
invention, stating that "country
gentlemen may find in using my
machine themselves an amusing,
useful and healthy exercise." (I was
not amused.) Budding's original
concept is surprisingly similar to
modern reel mowers. It consisted
of a set of blades mounted in a
cylindrical arrangement between
two wheels. Pushing the wheels
caused the blades to rotate against
a fixed bed knife. Basically, it cut
grass in the same manner as would
a pair of scissors. Lawn mower history includes a wide range of variations. There were "power mowers"
driven by horses, donkeys, or
steam. Gas driven mowers
appeared shortly after the turn of
the century. Domestic production
of reel lawn mowers in the U.S.
began in about 1856. The first U.S.
patent for a lawn mower was
issued to Amariah M. Hills in
1868. Hills went on to establish
the Archimedean Lawn Mower
Company in 1871. Thus, a man
with Selby's resources would have
had no problem finding his
mower, either domestic or imported, in the early 1870s.
My attention turned to identifying the type of mower in the
photo. The Web lists a number of
clubs that collect and restore
antique lawn mowers. A notable
one is "The old L~~~~~~~~ club"
www.oldlawnmowerclub.co.uk/
mowinfo/mowhist.htm. They pub-

lish many detailed descriptions of
the old mowers and include
photographs. Unfortunately, my
stereoview doesn't show much of

the Selby mower's details. Possible
models include the colorfully
named "Greens Royal", the
"Shanks Britisher", and the "Follows & Bates Climax".
When I was in high school, I
remember my surprise in learning
that the cross bladed scissors we
use today were invented by the
Romans in about 100 AD. (Much
earlier, in about 1500 RC, the Egyptians had developed a rear jointed
shearing cutter.) As a professional
designer, I find it humbling to discover the ancient origins of many
"modern" products.

References:
A brief history of Carleton
Watkins with web references
in Stereo worm^ "01. 41,
No. 1, MarchIApril 1977, pp. 4-5,
and Can be found at: htt?://c?rr.Org/
Museum/Stereo World/Watkins/

.berkelev.edu/PeopleHistorv/facuIty/R
Walker/ClassyCity.html .

A number of web sites discuss
lawn
good references are: http://en.wikiuedia.orR/
wiki/Lawn mower and: http://users
.crocker.com/-iricci/history.html
. r'rm
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This 7:3 minute I ong, alternating field 3-D DV
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makers, mucn of which has not been previou
releasc:d. The pr ogram highlights past and present 3-D
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Palmquist's Timeline of Watkins
career can be found in two books:
Nickel, Douglas R., Carlton Watkins
THE ART OF PERCEPTION, San Francisco, CA, Sari Francisco b t ~ s e u m
of Modern Art, 1999, and: Hudson,
Christopher, IN FOCUS, Carlton
Watkins: Photo~~apks
from the 1.
Paul Gefty Mllseum, Los An"Zeles, CAI
the J . Paul Getty Museum, 1997.
For a detailed history of the
development of San Francisco Bay
Area estates read: htt~://geoara~hv

Current Information
on Stereo Today
David Starkman & john Dennis

Digital Video
G&S Hyper
D

igital hyperstereo video has
become available to professional filmmakers as a standard tool
with the introduction of the
3DVX-H modular camera system
from 21st Century 3D. (The company's model 3DVX3 hand-held
3-D digital video camera was featured in NewViews, Vol. 31 No. 5.)
The new rig will make possible
hyperstereo shooting with separations of 5.5 inches to 34 inches or
more for distant subjects or certain
special 3-D effects situations. A
lightweight, counterbalanced
alignment mechanism will integrate directly with helicopter
mounts from Tyler Camera Systems for dramatic stereo effects
from low flying helicopters tracking action on the ground or action
involving other helicopters, etc.
The hyperstereo 3DVX-H was
introduced at the 2007 Stereoscop-

The 3DVX-H hyperstereo
digital video rig. Shown
below each of the Panasonic
AC-DVXI OOA cameras is the corresponding
power pack and digital recorder.

ic Displays and Applications Conference, along with a new solid
state uncompressed stereoscopic
video recorder with n o moving
parts that according to the company, "captures up to 24 minutes of
full bandwidth, uncompressed
1280x720 stereoscopic video at 24
FPS per eye, in 10 bit RGB 4:4:4
color space. Harsh environments
including racing vehicles, helicopters and airplanes are not ideal

Tool 3D CD Wins Grammy
T
he Tool 3-D C D 10,000 Days
won a Grammy Award at the
49th Annual Grammy Awards for
"Rest Recording Package." The
unique 3-D C D was the first music
C D to include a folding stereoscope
along with a 16-page booklet featuring stereo pairs of images. The

stereoscope consists of two fixedfocus magnifying lenses that fold
open for 3-D viewing of the stereo
images. (See SW Vol. 32 No. 1,
page 8.)
Released May 1, 2006, the Tool
3-D C D sold 264,000 units in its
first week of release and went plat-

situations for hard disk recording.
Vibration and shock can cause
hard disk write errors and degrade
performance, preventing the drives
from keeping up with the over
58MBIsec sustained data rate
required by the 3DVX camera systems." 3DVX cameras are not
offered for sale. For worldwide hire
or to arrange a screening, contact
www.2lstcenturv3d.com.

inum in 30 days after going on
sale. Like several recent books that
have been published with a folding stereoscope, the Tool 3-D C D
uses a design based upon the very
first stereoscopic patent granted in
the United States. The patent (No.
9,611) by J.F. Mascher is titled
"Stereoscopic Daguerreotype-Case"
and is dated March 8, 1853.
A simple internet music download does not convey the full experience of 10,000 Days. For immersion in both sound and stereoscopic images, fans of Tool have
responded eagerly to the innovative 3-D CD package. This is the
third Grammy that Tool has won
and the first for "Rest Recording
Package."

1 3-D for Heads

1000 3-D Screens

I'H

T

eadplay" may at first
sound like the name
of a shop filled with
water pipes, rolling papers
and black-light posters, but
in fact it's a Los Angelesbased visual entertainment
and technology company
which will soon be marketing the latest in visor type
video displays. Scheduled
for release in April, 2007,
the Headolav Personal Cinema system bill provide an
"immersive, high resolution, cinematic, big screen viewing experience" for both 2-D and stereoscopic 3-D content, from movies to
games.
The system can be connected
directly to game consoles, DVD
players, iPods, PCs and cell phones,
and can also read stored media
using compact flash or USR. The
viewertheadset worn by the user
includes an actual fabric visor with
a bill, departing from the cyborg
look of some other head mounted
display systems. Its liquid crystal
optical system can support resolutions up to 1024 x 768 pixels at
360 color fields per second, providing the impression of viewing a 52
inch (diagonal) image from six
feet. (While that may have been
far from "immersive" back in the
days when Virtual Reality was the
buzzword, overall digital image
quality has clearly improved since
then.)

The Headplay Personal Cinema
System. Behind the stylish visor are
the "Navigator" (left) and the
"Liberator" (right).

..................................................................
A remote control device (the
"Navigator") adjusts not only volume and program, but also brightness, contrast, saturation, hue,
focus (+3 to -6 diopter), and the
inter-pupilary separation of the
images (53 to 75 mm).
The Personal Cinema System's
black box running all the software
is called the "Liberator", and
through its compact flash slot or
two USB host ports is said to have
"...universal connectivity, making
it compatible with virtually any
device that has video out."
The system's announced price is
$499.00, with additional details at
www.headplay.com or from Headplay, 2912 Colorado Ave., Suite
201, Santa Monica, CA 90404,
(403) 297-1055.

1 3-D Avatar Aims for 2000 Theaters

I

ames Cameron's first dramatic
feature since Titanic will be the
-D science fiction film Avatar,
combining live-action 3-D cinematography with "photorealistic"
3-D CGI for release in summer of
2009. The live action 3-D
sequences (to be shot around LA
and in New Zealand) will employ
the Fusion digital 3-D camera system developed by Cameron and
Vince Pace. (For more on the
CamerontPace 3-D collaboration,
see SW Vol. 29 No. 4, page 33.)
Cameron estimates that there
will be 1,500 to 2,000 theaters

he goal of Real D (SW Vol. 3 1
No. 4, page 22) to install 1,000
3-D screens by the end of 2007 got
closer when Carmike Cinema committed to install 500 Real D
screens, with 200 to be ready by
March for Meet the Robinsons.
This brings Real D's committed
screen count to 850 worldwide.
With the Disney commitment to
Real D (Chicken Little), Sony Pictures' Monster House, and Paramount's upcoming Beowulf; Real D
is confidant of reaching their
1,000th screen in 2007.

ready to show digital 3-D films by
the 2009 release of Avatar. The film
stars Australian actor Sam Worthington (Somersault and Dirty
Deeds), who will appear in both
live and CG, or "Avatar" form, and
Zoe Saldana (The Terminal and
Pirates of the Caribbean: Curse of the
Black Pearl), who will appear as a
CG character. 68
.olumn depends on readers for
E o : motion. (We don't know everything!)
Please s end informa tion or questions to David
-- rk ,-.
Storkmor~,
v r..,w.:, v.~ Editor,
c ~ ~ P.O. BOX2368,
Culver City, CA 902
3

The Real Depth
ofBruges
(Continued from page 21)

The historic buildings and the collections inside several Bruge museums are well represented, and the
book is available at all 18 of the
city's museums. Each page includes
generic image titles in four languages that apply to the three or
four images on the page, but no
detailed information about the
individual subjects.
While the glasses included with
the book use redtgreen filters, the
inks appear to be the redtcyan that
would be found in color
anaglyphs. (Redtcyan glasses work
equally well with the book.) As
Bruges consists entirely of monochrome anaglyphs, using the superior European style orangeredtluminescent green inks with
the redtgreen glasses was unfortunately not pursued. This allowed
ghosting to crop up in a number
of sky or other light image areas.
In only one picture does this problem seriously affect the primary
subject (a lace-maker), but trees
and chimneys against clear skies
suffer in several. The hypers and
interior views are free of ghosting,
as are many surprisingly high contrast, sunlit buildings. (For a fine
example of nearly ghost-free,
monochrome anaglyphic printing
using orange-redtluminescent
green inks, Dieter Lorenz's 1987
The Stereo Image in Science and
Technolo~yremains unbeatable.) 68

BOOK OF OUR AUSTRALIA tour In 3-D w ~ t h33
stereo pictures from the interesting fortnight we
spent there. Viewer ~ncluded. $17 postpaid.
Richard Orr, 6506 Western Ave, Omaha NE
681 32.

STEREO VIEWCARD book boxes. Now accept~ng
orders for handmade, fully personallzed boxes.
Fit sleeved viewcards. Send SASE for full details
to Boxcrafters, PO Box 55, Holtville, CA 92250 or
call (760) 356-4102.

BOOK, The Siege at Port Arthuc hardback with
3-D viewer. $20 Airmail. (Cash preferred). Ron
Blum, 2 Hussey Ave., Oaklands Park SA 5046,
Australia.

STEREOVIEW BOOK OF PRICES, only $18.00,
includes postage, 198 pages, soft cover, 5300
stereoviews listed. Great for auction bidding,
collectors, and insurance companies. Doc
Boehme, PO Box 326, Osakis, MN 56360.

CENTRAL PACIFIC RAILROAD Photographic History Museum. Stereographs of the first
transcontinental railroad are now on display at:
htt~://CPRm

-

LCD WIRED glasses - $12 ea, 7 available. Brad
Bishop, 7728 Boeing Ave., Los Angeles CA
90045.

1
1

NEW REVISED EDITION of John Waldsmith's
"Stereo Views, An illustrated History and Price
Guide" is available signed by the author, $24.95
softbound, add $2.95 postage and handling.
(Foreign customers add an additional $1.25.)
Please note there is no hardbound of this edition Mastercard or Vlsa accepted John Waldsm~th,PO Box 83, Sharon Center, OH 44274.
Website: www.YourAuct~onPaae.comNvaldsm~th. 1

-
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Q-VU FOLDOVER MOUNTS slmpllfy mountlng
your prlnt stereo vlews Sample klt $8 Med format mounts, wh~teor (new!) black Beg~nner's
stereo k ~ t scamera, vlewer, vlews, etc , $89 99
up Q-VU. Box 55. Holtv~lle,CA 92250-0055

THE OHIO Stereo Photographic Society invites
you to our meetings on the first Tuesday of each
month at AAA Headquarters at 5700 Brecksville
Road, Independence OH. Web htt~:l/home.att
.net/-os~sl or George Themelis (440) 838-4752
or Chuck Weiss (330) 633-4342.
TIM MCINTYRE'S new antique photo web site is
up and running at www.timoni.net .
WIRED LED glasses, some drives, Nu-View lens
(2 available) specify unused or used, prices
negoc. Brad Bishop, 7728 Boeing Ave., Los
Angeles CA 90045.
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3-13IMAGE MAKERS: Share your vlslon wlth the
international 3-D community! ISU STEREOSCOPYeditor Jan Burandt is looking for interesting 3-D images and articles related to their
production. Jan@make3Dimaaes.com P.O. Box
174 Concord, MA 01742.

Videos.
Topics include Making Anaglyphs, 2D To 3D
Making
Cards, etc.
coming. $25 each. Details: htt~://home.comcast
.net/-worksho~s Ior send SASE for list to Dennis Green, 550 E. Webster, Ferndale, MI 48220.

ALASKA & KLONDIKE stereos needed, especially
Muybridge; Maynard; Brodeck; Hunt; Winter &
Brown; Continent Stereoscopic, Also buying old
Alaska photographs, books, postcards,
ephemera, etc, Wood, PO Box 22165, Juneau,
AK 99802 (907) 789-8450 email:

STEREO VIEWS FOR SALE on our website at:
www.daves-stereos.com email: cdwood@etd
.net or contact us by writing to Dave or Cyndi
Wood, PO Box 838, Milford, PA 18337, Phone:
(570) 296-6176. Also wanted: views by L.
Hensel of NY and PA.

ANY IMAGES of Nevada City or Grass Valley,
California. Mautz, 329 Bridge Way, Nevada City,
CA 95959, cmautz@nccn.net .
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s one of the benefits of membership, NSA
members are offered free use of classified
advertising. Members may use 100 words per
year, divided into three ads with a maximum
of 35 words per ad. Additional words or additional ads may be inserted at the rate of 2Oa
per word. Please include payments with ads.
We cannot provide billings. Ads will be placed
in the issue being assembled at the time of
their arrival unless a specific later issue is
requested.
Send all ads, with payment, to:
STEREO WORLD Clossifieds,
5610 SE 71st, Portland, OR 97206.
(A rate sheet for display ads is available from
the same address. Please send SASE.)

A

COLLECT, TRADE, BUY & SELL: 19th Century
images (cased, stereo, Cdv, cabinet & large
paper) Bill Lee, 8658 Galdiator Way, Sandy, UT
84094. billleetle@iuno.com Specialties: Western, Locomotives, Photographers, Indians, Mining, J. Carbutt, Expeditions, Ships, Utah and
occupational
COLORADO STEREOVIEWS, CDVs, cabinets, tintypes, large photos, glass negatives, lantern
slides, albums and books illustrated with real
photographs. Specialties: farming, ranching and
mining areas, towns, street scenes, occupational, transportation, stages, freight and ore wagons, railroads. David S. Diggerness, 4953 Perry
St.. Denver, CO 80212. (303) 455-3946.
CORTE-SCOPE VIEWS or sets, any subject or
condition. No viewers unless with views. John
Waldsmith, 302 Granger Rd., Medina, OH
44256.

DAKOTA TERRITORY (also states) stereov~ewsor
any format photo, or lnformat~onon area photographers to add to only book listing Dakota
photographers, "They Captured the Moment"
listing 1750t photographers to 1920. Hard
cover only left. $42.50 plus post. Dakota Photo,
636 West 21st, Sioux Falls, SD 57105. Brad
Bishop, 7728 Boeing Ave., Los Angeles CA
90045.
I BUY ARIZONA PHOTOGRAPHS! Stereoviews,
cabinet cards, mounted photographs, RP post
cards, albums and photographs taken before
1920. Also interested in Xeroxes of Arizona
stereographs and photos for research. Will pay
postage and copy costs. Jeremy Rowe, 21 20 S.
Las Palmas Cir., Mesa, AZ 85202.
I'D LIKE TO KNOW if Sensio's Jaws 30 is
anaglyph? If so, don't want. If alt. field, where
can I get Sensio's (or anyone's) alt. field Jaws

3m
MUYBRIDGE VIEWS - Top prices paid. Also
Michigan and Mining - the 3Ms. Many views
available for trade. Leonard Walle, 47530 Edinborouah Lane. Novi. MI 48374.
"NEW FRENCH COOK" collectors! Missing views
needed to complete upcoming book "The Comparative Cook". Need most of Sterro-Photo set,
all of American Stereoscopic, plus better Whiting. Annie Lore, Box 604, Penngrove, CA 94951,
The3Dfairv@aol.com .

-

--

SINGLE VIEWS, or complete sets of "Longfellow's
Wayside Inn" done by D. C. Osborn, Artist, Assabet, Mass., Lawrence M. Rochette, 169 Woodland Drive, Marlborough, MA 01752.
THE DETROIT Stereographic Society invites you
to attend our monthly meetings at the Livonia
Senior Center, on the second Wednesdays, September through June. Visit our website
htt~://home.comcast.net/-dsswebl or call Dennis Green at (313) 755-1389.
WHITE MOUNTAINS: Early photographic views
and stereoviews of new Hampshire White Mountain and northern NH regions, 1850s-1890s
wanted for my collection. Town views, main
streets, bridges, homes, occupational, coaches,
railroads, etc. E-mail images to dsundmana
LittletonCoin.com, or send photocopies to David
Sundman, President, Littleton Coin Company,
1309 Mt. Eustis Rd., Littleton, NH 03561-3735.
YOU COULD HAVE told the world of your stereo
needs in this ad space! Your membership entitles you to 100 words per year, divided into three
ads with a maximum of 35 words per ad. Additional words and additional ads may be inserted
at the rate of 204 per word. Send ads to the
National Stereoscopic Association, P.O. Box
14801, Columbus, OH 43214. A rate sheet for
display ads is available upon request. (Please
send SASE for rate sheet.) m a
--
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ES:
p e r 100:
$9
CDV I SNAPSHOT (3 3B" X 4 318")
per 100:
S15
CDV POLYESTER (3mil)
per 100:
$10
POSTCARD (3 314"X 5 3/43
per 100:
$11
4" x 5"
$1 1
per 100:
STEREO I #f3 314 COVER (3 314" x 7")
per 100:
$24
STEREO POLYESTER (3-mil)
$12
per 100:
CABINETICONllNENTAL(43/8"Xf3
# ~ O C O V E R / B R O C H U R E ( ~ ~per
" X ~50:
~ ~ ~ $12
per 50:
$10
5" x 7$9
per 25:
BOUDOIR (5 1 P X 8 l @ )
per 25:
$10
8"xlO'
per 10:
$11
10"x 14"MUSEUM BOX SIZE
per 10:
$10
11"x 14'
$24
per 10:
16'x 20"

19th and
Early 20th
Century
Stereoviews
For Sale

case of 1000:
case of 1000:
case of 1000:
case of 1000:
case of 1000:
case of 1000:
caseof1000:
caseof 500:
case of 200:
case of 500:
case of 200:
caseof 100:
case of 100:
case of 100:

$85
$140
$90
$90
$1 00
Sm
$110
$110
8 5
$110
$55
$85
$60
$160

Rusrdl Norton, PO Bx 1070, New Havem, CT WSW-1070
US SHIPPING (48 States): $4 per order. lnstitutiial bill~ng.(2008)
Connecl~arlorders add 8% tax on entire total including shTpng.

Over 10,000

Explore the World

all illustrated,graded
& priced,(including glass
views), work by Bedford,
England, Sedgfield etc.
Especially strong on UK
and European views.

o f 3-L) Imaging, Past & Present, i n

Only online at:
www.worldofstereoviews,com

i National i
Wanted i
-

f

:
:
:
:
:
:

Desire stereo views
f
of national banks
:
(not savings banks or
other banks), any state :
or territory, USA; any :
and all 19th century :
and early 20th century.
I am just beginnin this :
endeavor and nee ! just *
aboout everything!
:

.

Dave Bowers
PO Box 539
:Wolfeboro Falls, NH 03896 :
e-mail:
:qdbarchive@metrocast.net :

Carl's Clean & Clear Archival Sleeves
Polypropolene Acid Free
Cdv (2-314 x 4 318)
Snapshot (3-114 x 4-318)
Postcard (3-314 x 5-314)
4x5
Stereo (3-314 x 7)
Cabinet (4-318 x 7)
5x7
# 10 Cover (4-38 x 9-518)
Boudoir (5-112 x 8-112
8 x 10
8-112 x 11
11x 14
16 x 20

100 for
100 for
100 for
100 for
lOOfor
100 for
50for
50 for
25 for
25 for
20for
10 for
10 for

$9
$9
$10
$10
$11
$11
$10
$1 1
$ 9
$10
$10
$10
$25

-

-

lOOOfor
1000 for
lOOO for
lO00for
1000for
1000 for
200 for
200 for
200 for
200 for
200 for
lOOfor
100 for

$80
$85
$90
$90
$100
$110
$35
$35
$60
$70
$85
$75
$200
Total

U.S. Shipping-$4 per order
California Residents add 7.38% sales tax
Grand Total

Carl Mautz
329 Bridge Way
Nevada City, California 95959
530-478-1610 Fax 530-478-0466
crnautz@nccn.nel

Order Sleeves or Books online at www.car~mautz.com
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Keep visiting our website for updates,
give us a call or email
if you have any questons

exhibit
viewers

Instant Pr~ntViewer
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Ultimate MKll
Viewmaster
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viewer

978-371-5557
QnA@make3Dlrnages.com
P.O. Box 715 Carlrsle, MA 01 741

New Comb1
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www.make3Dimages.com
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John Saddy

..

50 Foxborough Grove
London, Ontario N6K 4A8
CANADA
Phone: (519) 641-4431
Fax: (519) 641-0695
E-mail: john.saddv.3d@sympatico.ca
Website: http:llwww3.sympatico.caljohn.saddy.3d
FINE OFF-EBAY STEREOVIEW AUCTIONS WITH DIRECT BIDDING ON-LINE,
AS WELL AS BY PHONE, FAX, E-MAIL TO ME, AND POSTAL MAIL.
(Paper Catalogues available.)
You are welcome to register for my stereoview auctions. There is no charge.
I also have a separate registration for my View-Master (Etc.) Auctions, which have
more-modern stereo and 3-D formats. I am presently selling off the Willie Aarts Collection
with some of the Rarest of the Rare i n View-Master reels and viewers.

I SPECIALIZE IN CONSIGNMENTS.
Consignments welcome,
from a single view to giant
collections.
t Left: Helene Leutner

(German Actress)
The Young Velocipedist

+ Right:

t Left: Edward Stokes, who shot

Jim Fisk over
a woman.
+ ~ i g h t :View from the wood car,
behind the locomotive
in full motion.

t Left: Tissue Genre View.

+ ~ i g h t :General U.S. Grant
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